**Workshop 4: Imposer Phenomenon**

Learn from a “recovering imposer” how to overcome unwarranted fears and insecurities in order to flourish.

**Speakers:**
- Dr. Andrea Sims 4A
- Edwina Perkins 4B

**Workshop 5: Spiritual Footprints**

We will explore the spiritual footprints from our hearts, through our books and articles, to our readers’ hearts.

**Speaker:**
- Chris Richards 5A

**Workshop 6: Grow Your Ministry**

Discover exciting ways your writing can springboard into other methods of sharing the message God has called you to deliver.

**Speakers:**
- Becky Spencer 6A
- David Rupert 6B
- JP Robinson 6C
- Lori Wildenberg 6D
- Sherri Langton 6E
- Michael Gantt 6F

**No writers conference has helped build my faith, provided clear direction, strengthened my convictions & encouraged me to write Jesus’ messages more than CCWC. For the record, I’ve attended CCWC 13 years in a row. I would not miss it.”

David Rupert